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. Introduction 

Inclusive education (IE) in Australia has gained momentum over the

ast 40 years ( Berlach & Chambers, 2011 ), with the restructuring of ped-

gogy in mainstream classrooms to include more students with diverse

earning needs and abilities. Inclusion considers all students as learners

ith equal rights and as such, affording the opportunity to attend their

ocal school of choice regardless of perceived social, emotional cultural,

inguistic, intellectual, or learning differences ( Florian, Young & Rouse,

010 ). Currently, a profusion of literature has been forwarded echo-

ng the progress of inclusion, available through a multitude of online

nd published sources. However, there is a decided gap in the litera-

ure identifying community opinions of IE using online news media as a

oice. This study investigates the perception of IE in Australia through

he lens of online social and news media users to answer the question:

ow is IE in Australia perceived through the lens of users of online news me-

ia? To provide context to the research, a review of relevant literature

ill cover the following pertinent topics: IE in the Australian context,

ffordances, and constraints to the practice of IE, and online news media

s an alternate voice. 

. Inclusive education: the Australian context 

IE seeks to eliminate exclusion from and within schools to ensure eq-

itable learning and participation occurs for all students, that is, those

ith and without disability. Inclusion is multi-faceted in that it relates

o policy documents, teaching practices that are afforded to all students

n age appropriate classrooms, and a response to the cultural, racial,

exual, religious, and academic diversity evident in schools. It also
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as voiced in Australian online news media, International Journal of Educati
ncompasses the removal of special needs facilities, segregated pro-

rams, and diffuses the historical special needs versus the regular class-

oom model of learning ( Anderson & Boyle, 2019 ). Seen in this way, IE is

 response to student diversity rather than to specific groups of students

ith a verified disability attending mainstream schooling. An inclusive

chool is a community of diverse people whose members are respected

nd valued ( Carrington & Kimber, 2020 ; Cain & Fanshawe, 2020 ). 

Like many countries, IE is supported in Australia through a raft

f legislation and policy documents. Key national policies such as

he Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA; Commonwealth Govern-

ent, 2018) and the Disability Standards for Education 2005 (DSE;

ommonwealth Government, 2006 ) position and encourage students

ith disability to attend their local neighbourhood school and be in-

luded in mainstream classrooms, rather than integrated (i.e. placed in

ducational settings with their similar-aged peers but without adjust-

ents made to meet their individual needs), or segregated in a special

eeds facility ( de Vet, Waitt, & Gorman-Murray, 2012 ). The Australian

urriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), (2016) pro-

ides links on their website to the legislation previously mentioned

nd highlights that all students are entitled to an equitable, high qual-

ty curriculum (2016). Additionally, the Australian Professional Stan-

ards for Teachers underscore the need for teachers to “…demonstrate

road knowledge and understanding of legislative requirements and

eaching strategies to support full participation of students with disabil-

ty ” ( Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership [AITSL],

017 ). Although Australia is a signatory to several international state-

ents on IE and approximately 86% of students with disability attend

ainstream schools ( Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2019 ),

special schools’ remain an educational option for those who do not feel

ainstream education provides sufficient support. 
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.1. Affordances of IE 

IE is education that is welcoming to students with and without

earning difficulties/differences and/or disabilities, referring to all stu-

ents as lying within a spectrum of common and individual needs that

hould be met in regular classrooms ( Foreman & Arthur-Kelly, 2017 ).

urthermore, IE includes a social justice and human rights perspective

 Operetti, Walker & Zhang, 2014 ), thereby ensuring that students of

ifferent race, religion, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and ability are also

onsidered and catered for by mainstream teachers. Therefore, the term

nclusion has a principled approach to equity and social values by re-

oving barriers such as discrimination, oppression, and social disadvan-

age ( Avramidis & Norwich, 2002 ). 

Successful IE involves the process of a collective group (a school com-

unity) working together to adopt reform that encompasses a holistic

pproach to educational pedagogy ( Ainscow & Sandill, 2010 ). Collabo-

ative consultation amongst teachers and other stakeholders (e.g., par-

nts and community members) has shown to be beneficial in developing

ffective inclusive practices within schools ( Ferguson, 2008 ). This could

nclude special education professionals in a consulting role with gener-

list teachers in regard to supporting students with additional needs

 Sundqvista, von Ahlefeld Nisser and Ström (2014) , the general educa-

ion and special needs teacher co-teaching together and sharing respon-

ibility for all class members ( Friend, Cook, Hurley-Chamberlain and

hamberger (2010) , or two general education teachers sharing resources

nd teaching practices that are known to work in main-stream class-

ooms. The goal of IE should not just focus on supporting students with

ifference, “but should also be embedded in a broader context of re-

pect for, and celebration of difference ” ( Carrington & Kimber, 2020 , p.

1). Positive outcomes of IE include “social, academic, communication

nd physical development in students who do and do not experience

isability ” ( Cologon, 2019 , p. 8). Through a shared understanding and

nowledge of the classroom needs of diverse learners, the teamers can

rovide inclusive educational opportunities for all students. 

.2. Constraints of IE 

In order for the effective implementation of inclusive education in

ustralia, a general education teacher workforce that is equipped with

he requisite skills, knowledge, attitudes, and efficacy is required to

upport the diversity of students evident in mainstream classrooms.

any general teachers do not, however, have the skills or knowl-

dge required to effectively work with students with diverse learning

eeds ( Dally et al., 2019 ). Secondly, teachers often feel underprepared

o adequately address their obligation to cater for a diverse range of

tudent abilities and to assume greater responsibility for their needs

 Forlin, Keen & Barrett, 2008 ; Winter, 2006 ). At the pre-service teacher

evel, concerns have been voiced about trainee teachers’ preparedness

or teaching in inclusive schools and the anticipated stress about having

tudents with a wide range of needs in their future classrooms ( Forlin

 Chambers, 2011 ). While pre-service teachers are generally supportive

f teaching to diversity and despite some teacher education training,

hey still feel ill-prepared to do so ( Hoskin, Boyle & Anderson, 2015 ;

eebles and Mendaglio (2014) . 

One way that educators provide instruction to the diverse learning

eeds of students in mainstream classrooms is through differentiated

nstruction (DI), a learner-centred approach to teaching. In Australia,

I is a relatively new concept, spurred on over the past two decades

n response to the inclusion movement ( Westwood, 2016 ). However,

ith the increased responsibilities associated with teaching in diverse

lassrooms, some teachers have found implementing DI overwhelming

 Taylor, 2016 ). The research has also identified that many teachers ex-

erience difficulty making the transition from ‘one size fits all’ teaching

o a learner-centred approach ( Subban, 2006 ). 

With disparate classrooms a common feature of 21st century Aus-

ralian schools, it is not easy teaching multi-ability groups of students.
ome teachers are reluctant to adjust or modify the curriculum and

egard students who are diverse in their learning needs as a nuisance

 Lindsay, Cagliostro & Carafa, 2018 ). Pitt and Curtin (2004)) highlight

hat students with diverse needs are often bullied, isolated, and rejected

y their peers especially during the adolescent phase of schooling, expe-

iencing feelings of loneliness and depression. Some teachers and par-

nts have lower expectations for these students which may, in turn, con-

ribute to lower self-efficacy ( Shifrer, 2013 ). The most common barriers

o IE are stigma about discrimination against disability and difference

esulting in up to 50% of students with a disability not enroling or com-

leting post school programs ( Lindsay et al., 2018 ). 

Following the implementation of the DSE in August 2005

 Commonwealth Government, 2006 ), teaching to diversity has risen

n importance in Australian Federal education reform. Levels of finan-

ial assistance to State and Territory government schools and the non-

overnment schools’ sector are offered to support all Australian students

ncluding those students with a disability or difference ( Department of

ducation & Training [DET], 2018 ). While education is a federal gov-

rnment responsibility, its modus operandi is via the eight individ-

al Australian states and territories and across three distinct educa-

ive sectors (state, Catholic and independent). This is a complex system

 Gonski et al., 2018 ) but an attempt to uncomplicate the funding model

as attained through the introduction in 2015 of a more consistent col-

ection of data to identify school students with a disability under the

uise of the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data on Students with

 Disability (NCCD) ( Education Council, 2019 ). The yearly requirement

or every Australian school to collect data on students with disability

nd to identify the ways students are supported through adjustments to

he curriculum, only adds to accountably and daily work pressures of

eneralist classroom teachers. 

. Social and electronic news media 

Daily access to digital platforms and social networking tools has en-

anced communication and at the same time ensured expansion of the

ommunicative and informational connectivity of the world. Media sys-

ems provide opportunities for people to connect, receive, view, and re-

pond to information thereby empowering them via the ample interac-

ion and engagement opportunities these technologies offer ( Slavtcheva-

etkova, 2016 ). By using media networks, people are able to access in-

ormation in an instant or connect only with information that catches

heir attention and interest. 

Engaging with electronic news media allows users to construct a

ublic or semi-public profile and then send and receive information on

he Web using an account set up by the individual ( Pham, 2014 ; Tang

 Hew, 2017 ). Media websites include, but are not limited to, social

etworking sites (e.g., Facebook), Content sharing (e.g., YouTube) Web

hat/discussion (e.g., Google Talk) and microblogging (e.g., Twitter) us-

ng collaborative virtual applications to create and exchange content

 Pham, 2014 ). Also included in this bundle is electronic news media

hich presents in-depth news analysis in multimedia forms ( Li, 2017 ).

rowdsourcing of content provides advantages for individuals to have a

oice from ‘their private sphere, allowing the emergence of tradition-

lly marginalised voices in public discourse’ and fostering “empathy

mongst those who contribute this process, facilitating the emergence

f commonalities that could strengthen a collective identity for those

nvolved ” ( Trevisan, 2017 , p. 192). 

The nature and use of news media and social networking sites have

ecome the focus of considerable discussion over the past decade, par-

icularly real-life stories that generate public debate on emotive topics

nd issues, politics and culture to ascend and escalate the voices of some

eople to produce ‘echo chambers’ where they exist in a ‘filter bubble’

ith other like-minded people with similar views ( Margetts, 2019 ). Dig-

tal platforms shape the information environment to investigate what

eople and organisations are doing, creating a multitude of ‘weak ties’

hereby changing the democratic landscape to include the signing of
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 petition, voting, tweet/retweet, follow, share, like or upload im-

ges that allow tiny acts of participation in the online media world

 Margetts, 2019 ). This phenomenon has, in some cases, polarised pub-

ic opinion by denigrating the quality, safety and diversity of the online

edium ( Gillani, Yuan, Saveski, Vosoughi & Roy, 2018 ). 

Trevisan (2017) suggests that online media stakeholders are com-

only driven to using pathos-filled narratives to evoke public opinion on

opics that are controversial in nature. Using digital media to attract

he attention of the wider public can unknowingly strengthen group

dentity, that is, a channel of information dissemination using the social

edia platform to create homophily–“a tendency to surround ourselves

ith others who share our perspectives and opinions about the world ”

 Gillani et al., 2018 , p. 1) providing opportunity for individuals to be-

ome creators of their own content to contribute opinion through con-

ersation using the news media platform. The virtual environment has

ecome an increasing part of an individual’s life over the past decade

roviding a variety of ways to communicate and to express agreement

r disagreement to ideas or viewpoints with minimal repercussion. IE

as emerged as a trending topic in the digital world. 

. The current study 

The current study investigates the perceptions of IE in Australia

hrough the lens of online social and news media users by answering

he question: How is IE in Australia perceived through the lens of users of

nline news media? 

. Methodology 

To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first scoping review that

xamines the variety of opinions expressed within Australian electronic

ews media about the inclusion of students with diversity in mainstream

chool settings over an 11-year period, from March 2008-March 2019. 

.1. Study design 

Scoping review methodology was deemed best suited to this research

s it supports emergent research areas “in which researchers have not

et conducted systematic reviews or otherwise attempted to record the

ntirety of a scholarly conversation ” ( Asada, Lieberman, Neubauer, Han-

eke & Fagen, 2017 , p. 2) and for its ability to uncover key concepts to

nswer the research question . This scoping review allowed for the ev-

dence collected to be mapped, gaps in the literature identified, and a

athway formulated for future research to enhance the current knowl-

dge base ( Colquhoun et al., 2014 ). 

The lead author searched the following news databases that included

ustralian online new media sources: Factiva, Altmetric Explorer, In-

ormit, and Proquest Newsstream Australia and NZ. Boolean logic was

sed during the database searches with the search string [(inclus ∗ OR

ainstream) AND (education) AND (disability OR “special needs ”∗ OR

mpairment)], resulting in 5419 hits. 740 duplicated hits were excluded.

creening media articles for suitability based on title and abstract or a

can of the article excluded 4571 unrelated publications, with the re-

ainder independently reviewed by the authors to see if they met the

et criteria, reducing the number to 108. Hand searching of Australian

ational, state, and regional media sources provided a further 58 sources

ringing the final total to 166. Fig. 1 shows the results identified from

ach online news media source reviewed from each database. 

.2. Inclusion/Exclusion criteria 

To be included in this review, articles had to be a) a news media

roduct published in Australia between March 2008-March 2019; b)

ocused on students with an intellectual, physical, or sensory disability,

r learning difficulty in mainstream primary and secondary education

n Australia, or pertaining to issues associated with the inclusion of such
tudents (for example funding); and c) written in the English language.

ources were excluded if the content focused on the education of gifted

nd talented students, LGBTIQ + students, students for whom EAL/D,

nd inclusion in higher education contexts. 

.3. Search strategy 

During the second stage of the review, the lead author populated ta-

les which included information about the 166 news articles, such as

he date, media source, author, geographical location, focus topic, cat-

gory of author (e.g. educator, academic, legal expert) and dominant

essages of the article. The articles were assigned one or more the-

atic keywords, colour coded according to the focus theme and sorted

nto 12 thematic categories. A second analysis condensed these group-

ngs into eight thematic categories through continuous narrowing and

efining ( Akerlind, 2002 ). These were further grouped into two main

ategories Understandings of IE and Impacts for S tudents with themes al-

ocated under the headings ‘Affordances’ and ‘Constraints’. The articles

riginated from news media outlets in all states and territories, both na-

ional and regional. These included the most read sources such as ABC

ews ( n = 39), The Conversation ( n = 38), The Australian ( n = 22),

he Age ( n = 11), Sydney Morning Herald ( n = 11), Canberra Times

 n = 7) and ABC Premium News ( n = 6), as well as 30 smaller regional

ublications ( n = 32). Those voicing views in these articles and opinion

ieces included parents, students, principals, advocacy groups, lawyers,

cademics, government ministers, and council members. 

. Results and discussion 

Using the categories and themes described, the results of the review

re presented and discussed with relation to current literature. 

.1. Understandings of IE: affordances 

Within the first category understandings of IE , views expressed in the

ffordances theme were predominately from educational professionals,

cademics, and parents. In 2017, neurosurgeon and former President of

he Australian Medical Association Professor Brian Owler, speaking as a

arent, urged the reading community to be accepting of learner differ-

nce, as a practical understanding of diversity “it is important for any

hild–and adult… [as] the real world is diverse ” ( Owler, 2017 ). In the

ame year, Australian educator and Executive Director of Schools in the

atholic Diocese of Parramatta, NSW, Greg Whitby reinforced Professor

wler’s comments, stating that “inclusion is the cornerstone of a modern

ducation system. To leave some children out because they don’t repre-

ent the norm does not promote tolerance or diversity ” ( Whitby, 2017 ).

Professor Linda Graham from the Queensland University of Tech-

ology (QUT) in Brisbane, emphasised that “decades of research reveals

hat students with disabilities who learn in inclusive classrooms make

ar greater progress ” ( Graham & de Bruin, 2017 ). Academic Dr Kathy

ologon from Macquarie University in Sydney, NSW also promotes IE

s the gold standard: “IE is better for everyone in every way. Genuine in-

lusive education can and does happen ” ( Cologon, 2013 ). The data also

dentified a Queensland government initiative that has demonstrated

upport for IE —the Showcase Awards for Excellence in Schools. The

013 recipient in the Excellence in Inclusive Education category was Car-

le Park State School, whose aim for students was to “offer youngsters

 safe, supportive learning environment and encourage better mental

ealth and academic achievement through alternative learning settings

nd targeted support ”. Speaking about his school’s achievements, Act-

ng Principal Joginder Johal stated that “we design programs that cater

o the diverse needs of the students, break down barriers, promote high

uality teaching and improve student achievement ” ( Cowen, 2013 ). It

s of concern, however, that in 2018, the same award for excellence in

E went to Nambour Special School. Another entrant, Thuringowa State

igh School, applied for the award after closing its segregated special
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Fig. 1. Scoping Review Protocol. 
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n  
ducation unit and transitioning its students into its regular classrooms

ith appropriate support. They did not make the finals of the Awards.

t is apparent from this result (segregation winning over inclusion) that

 secure understanding of IE has not yet been achieved in Australia. 

Comments in this section align with observations made by theo-

ists in the review of literature (c.f. Cologon, 2019 , Carrington & Kim-

er, 2020 ). It is clear that the rhetoric around the benefits of IE is sub-

tantial, and that 28 years after the introduction of the DDA (1992) and

6 years after the implementation of the DSE (2005), Australia should be

videncing purposeful and effective needs-based support, and authentic

ull inclusion for all students ( Carrington & Kimber, 2020 ; Foreman &

rthur-Kelly, 2017 ). An understanding of legislative, moral, and social

ustice requirements of IE, and respective evidence that backs the suc-

ess of IE for students with diverse learning needs is observed in this

heme. 

.2. Understandings of IE: constraints 

Support for IE was counterbalanced by a range of constraints associ-

ted around components of IE theory being successfully applied through

ractice. Constraints were grouped into the subthemes: inadequate fund-

ng, inadequate teacher training , and ableist/biased attitudes to IE. 

.2.1. Inadequate funding 

Articles concerning the funding of education for students whose

eeds are diverse were distributed over the 11-year period with most

apers occurring between 2012 and 2018. Common focus issues

ncluded the paucity or misuse of funding and the misrepresentation

f diagnoses to attract funding. In 2017, a report from the Education

ouncil (NCCD) revealed that “more than 268,000 students with

isability are in school without funding support to assist in their edu-

ation ” (as cited in Hermant, 2017 ). As an example of the associated
egative impact of inadequate funding, is one parent’s request for

unding so that her son with a mild intellectual disability would receive

he necessary academic support at his local school. Limited resources

eant her son could only attend school part-time and as such, “he

isses out on lunch–and, crucially, making friends ” ( Hermant, 2017 ).

s a growing concern, there were several reports in mid-2018 which

ighlighted that some schools misrepresented the number of students

ith a disability to attract funding. In response to these documents, the

ustralian Government’s Department of Education Deputy Secretary

or School, Alex Gordon, stated that “misrepresenting data to the com-

onwealth could be considered fraud ” ( Urban, 2018 ). An opinion piece

y human rights advocate and research fellow at Monash University,

elbourne, Victoria, Jenkin (2018)) , highlighted the disparate and

ariable experiences of students with diversity including inadequate

unding, noting that in Victoria there are “no consequences for failing to

ulfil legal and policy obligations, [and that] inclusivity depends on the

ndividual commitment of principals and teachers ”. This highlights the

omplexity of funding issues, and despite recent changes to introduce a

eeds-based funding model, things appear to have not changed to align

ith the model’s aims ( Anderson & Boyle, 2019 ). 

.2.2. Inadequate teacher training 

Concerns were also voiced about the limited knowledge teachers

ad about inclusive practice and how to fully support the diversity of

tudents in mainstream classrooms, in particular, students with autism.

ast-president of the Western Australian Primary Principals’ Associa-

ion, teacher and principal for 42 years Stephen Breen, emphasised that

arents wanted their children with diverse learning needs to attend

heir local schools but that teachers “had not been sufficiently trained

o put in place inclusion policies and meet the individual needs of all

hildren and families ” ( Perpitch, 2017 ). He stressed that this issue was

ot just about money but that a ‘cultural change’ was needed, alluding
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o a required change in attitudes toward diversity. More recently,

ustralian academics Drs David Roy and David Armstrong stated that

teachers often feel unprepared to support children with disabilities

n classrooms ” citing a lack of professional learning about IE and

imited confidence to cater for the diverse learning needs evident in

ainstream classrooms ( Roy & Armstrong, 2019 ). 

Chief Executive of Children with Disabilities Australia, Stephanie

otlib indicated that there appeared to be an “entrenched culture

f low expectations ” and “discriminatory attitudes ” in schools that

reated barriers to quality inclusive education for children with di-

erse needs ( Gotlib, 2017 ). In 2016, QUT Associate Professor Beth

aggers (2016) flagged that “teachers only felt slightly confident in their

bility to support students with autism ”, while parents were “even less

ertain of teachers’ confidence to teach their children with autism ”. To

upport this observation, Nicole Rogerson from Autism Awareness Aus-

ralia, warned of a ‘tsunami’ of students with autism about to enter high

chools and that no state was ready for this situation ( Bowden, 2019 ).

ro-Vice-Chancellor (Research) and Dean of Education at Torrens Uni-

ersity in Melbourne, Victoria, Professor Mick Grimley, highlighted that

ainstream teachers are faced with an “ever more complex and diverse

eaching environment but will have received only basic special educa-

ional needs as part of their initial teaching program ” ( Grimley, 2017 ). 

Similar findings of teacher knowledge and instructional approaches

sing IE as a framework has been reported in the literature by

ally et al. (2019) , Forlin et al. (2008) , and Winter (2006) . Indeed,

orlin and Chambers (2011) found strong links between trainee teach-

rs’ “perceived levels of confidence and knowledge and their attitudes

nd concerns about inclusion ” (p. 27). Other research notes that while

eachers new to the profession generally report positive sentiments to-

ards teaching with inclusivity in mind, attitudes decline significantly

fter one year of teaching ( Hoskin et al., 2015 ). Comments are further

upported by the growing research advocating for teacher educators

o redesign programs to better prepare pre-service teachers to educate

tudents with diverse needs in mainstream classrooms ( Florian et al.,

010 ; Forlin & Chambers, 2011 ; Gigante & Gilmore, 2018 ). 

.2.3. Ableist/biased attitudes to IE 

A common theme identified in the online news media platform was

iased or ableist views in the broader community about student diver-

ity. An example of this was a political view aired during sitting of the

enate (the upper house of the bicameral Parliament of Australia) in

une 2017 by ‘One Nation’ senator, Pauline Hanson. Senator Hanson

as reported to state that children with a disability should be educated

eparately from their neurotypical peers as they place a burden on teach-

rs and schools. While she suggested that students with disability have

 right to an education, Hanson advocated that these students should

e educated in special schools to enable children without a disability to

eceive the appropriate teacher time, presumably compromised when

hildren with a disability are mainstreamed ( Jacks, 2017 ). 

In a letter to the Sydney Morning Herald, Gerard Aitken’s letter to

he editor, called Senator Hanson’s comments “simply disgraceful ” and

hat Australian discourse on IE was stifled by her “repugnant and out-

ated views ” ( Aitken, 2017 ). Commenting on biased practices in the

lassroom, senior lecturer in education at Edith Cowan University in

estern Australia, Dr Lorraine Hammond noted that parents were of-

en “alarmed to see their child sitting next to a child with autism in

he classroom ” ( Mayers, 2017 ). A media release by the Audit Office of

SW in 2016 stated that support for students with varying needs attend-

ng mainstream schools can vary and attributed this in part to “cultural

esistance in some schools ” ( NSW Audit Office, 2016 ). 

It is noted in the literature that some entrenched views opposing the

enets of IE exist in broader society or demonstrate a fear of its impact on

he wider school community. Lindsay et al. (2018) acknowledges that

those who lack disability awareness and experience in working with

eople who have a disability tend to base their knowledge on stereotypes

nd misperceptions, which can lead to negative attitudes and stigma ”
p. 528). Cologon (2019) highlights that if the adults “have not ex-

mined their own attitudes and practices, they are likely to perpetuate

he cycle of ableism, ultimately preventing the realisation of inclusive

ducation ” (p. 39). It is evident that teachers and parents may have

ower expectations for students who are labelled with a learning differ-

nce which may, in turn, contribute to lower expectations of themselves

 Shifrer, 2013 ). Successful practice of IE is a community responsibility.

he burden of advocating for their own needs and combatting negative

ttitudes to IE should not be the work of the students themselves. 

The second category impact for students also identified both ‘Affor-

ances’ and ‘Constraints’ for students with diverse needs in mainstream

chools. 

.3. Impacts on students: affordances 

In the review, both teachers and parents were positive about the

motional and academic benefits for students with diverse needs attend-

ng their regular school. Reported frequently were initiatives supporting

tudents to attend their local school. One such proposal included a spe-

ialist learning program for students with autism across several West-

rn Australian schools. Coordinator at Marangaroo Primary School, Sue

ampbell, declared the program a “resounding success ” ( Johnson, 2018 )

s students were not only coping well with the academic requirements

ut were also having their social and emotional needs well supported,

hereby noting they were thriving in mainstream classrooms. Similarly,

hen Comet Bay Primary School in Perth enroled their first student

ith Down Syndrome, the school provided emotional support for the

tudent by creating a work placement for an adult assistant with Down

yndrome and subsequently employed a young woman with autism.

rincipal Graeme Watson emphasised the positive impact both young

omen had on all students at the school, by saying: “We’d love to have

hem forever…and maybe offer the opportunity to additional people

ith disabilities as well ” ( Carmody, 2018 ). In 2016, a record number

f students with a hearing impairment started in mainstream schools

n the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Several schools received ad-

itional funding to cater to the needs of the students with a hearing

mpairment. School Principal at Charles Weston Primary School, Kate

cMahon, explained that the school has “a hearing loop placed in all

he common areas and we have hearing assistance in every classroom ”

 Heanue, 2016 ). These specific examples of successful inclusion in prac-

ice, demonstrate that IE not only benefits targeted students but benefits

ll learners (Foreman & Arthur-Kelly, 2017; Cain & Fanshawe, 2019 ).

uch exemplars demonstrate the ‘how’ of IE and provide incentive to

eachers in other educational settings. 

.4. Impacts on students: constraints 

A common topic for discussion highlighted the negative impact felt

y students with diverse learning needs in mainstream settings. Discrim-

natory experiences were frequently reported, such as issues around en-

olment bias or ‘gatekeeping’, where schools refused to accept students

ith diverse learning requirements. Other unfair practices included stu-

ents physically or socially isolated, not receiving the necessary adjust-

ents and resources, pressure on parents to pay for support for their

hildren, and a requirement to seek the ‘right’ diagnosis to attract fund-

ng for the school. The majority of articles came from Victoria, with

ome initiated in response to a study by Monash University’s Castan

entre for Human Rights Law ( Jenkin, Spivakovsky, Joseph, & Smith,

015 ). The research identified that 15% of families “had difficulty en-

oling their disabled child in a mainstream state school, and the same

roportion felt pressured to leave their school ” (Cook, 2018). In one

rticle, a mother said she was told by the school principal that her

hild would not be accepted as the school “already had enough autistic

tudents ” (Cook, 2018). A second mother from Adelaide in South Aus-

ralia, when attempting to enrol her son with cerebral palsy, was told

y the school principal that there were “places for children of his kind ”
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 Waldhuter, 2017 ). Other articles addressed limited teacher professional

evelopment on anti-discrimination legislation while commentary high-

ighting specific discriminatory practices against students with autism

uch as placing them in small enclosures ( Day, 2017 ), or cage-like ‘cor-

ectional facilities’ were highlighted ( Walker, 2017 ). 

A prime election agenda in the state of Victoria recently has been to

mprove the learning outcomes for students with diverse needs. This has

een in response to the disadvantage, exclusion, and discrimination that

any students with difference experience at school. Jenkin (2018)) wel-

omed monitoring of schools’ compliance requirements, stressing that

leaving schools to self-police their compliance with human rights and

nti-discrimination laws simply isn’t working ”. Some parents were pres-

ured to remove their child once enroled. One mother stated that

here was “immense guilt and pressure put on me from the school as

my child’s] needs were costing the school money ” ( Harrison & Niel-

on, 2018 ). 

As part of a recent nationwide survey of families, students, and ad-

ocates; Poed, Cologon and Jackson (2020) indicated that “over 70% of

amilies in mainstream education to have been subject to gatekeeping

nd restrictive practices ” (p. 26). It appears that there has been little

mprovement in these figures as suggested by a 2019 report by Cologon

or the Children and Young People with Disability Australia (CYDA).

he report suggests that “many families frequently encounter consider-

ble resistance and extensive gatekeeping practices when they seek an

nclusive education for a student who experiences disability ” (p. 35). 

Differentiated instruction (DI) as a teaching practice to support stu-

ents with diverse needs in mainstream classrooms was a common

opic discussed in online news media reports. In 2017, Professor Joy

umming, Program Director of the Assessment, Evaluation and Student

earning Research Program, at the Australian Catholic University’s Insti-

ute for Learning Sciences and Teacher Education, highlighted a concern

ade by some policymakers, teachers, and students that adjustments

rovide an unfair advantage for students with diverse learning needs.

he stressed that adjustments such as assistive technologies provide a

evel playing field and allow students with diversity, the capacity to

articipate in summative and formative assessments on the same basis

s their same-aged peers ( Cumming, 2017 ). 

Parent, Maria Roccon has advocated for Australian Sign Language

AUSLAN) to be a language option at her daughter’s school, not just for

er child who has a hearing impairment, but for every student at the

chool. She stated, “I don’t understand why they are not providing it

t schools because they provide French, they provide Italian, Japanese ”

 Moss, 2018 ). She was informed that a feasibility study would take three

o five years, once approved. Furthermore, a Perth mother with a daugh-

er with degenerative vision impairment, challenged the Western Aus-

ralian Education Department to have Braille taught at the school. No

arent should have to undergo her struggle, she stated, “I’ve had two

ears of stress and complete and utter heartache to get here and that

t had to get taken to this level ” ( Turner, 2017 ). South Australian par-

nt Stephen Brook, a father of three children with moderate intellectual

isabilities, said “teachers are often too busy to modify learning plans

or students with moderate intellectual disabilities ” leaving children like

is own to struggle with the curriculum unaided ( Dempster, 2013 ). 

Reports of students with difference as the subject of abuse were

lso identified. Stephanie Gotlib as cited in ProBono Australia, ( Gotlib,

018 ) stated she regularly received reports of students with diverse

eeds, “being victims of bullying, violence and abuse at school ”, and

n 2017, more than half of these children had been bullied. She stressed

he significant long-term consequences with some students opting to

leave school or attend part-time because they feel they have no other

ption ” (2018). 

A mother from Victoria, described her son as being “living a night-

are ” after he was punched, kicked, and choked at school, and needing

o avoid the playground at lunch time to avoid being bullied (Cook,

017). In NSW, documents obtained under freedom of information laws

evealed “scores of disturbing allegations about bullying and abuse of
tudents with disability in NSW public schools ” (Browne & Munro,

016). Serious claims of abuse were made against some educators, such

s dragging students by their ankles or wrists, but “ruled as not amount-

ng to misconduct with no action taken ”. Professor Sally Robinson, lec-

urer in Disability and Community Inclusion, College of Nursing and

ealth Sciences at Flinders University in South Australia, reported in

The Conversation’ ( Robinson, 2016 ) that “the needs and rights of chil-

ren with disabilities were not well recognised ” and that reports of stu-

ents with disabilities reporting harm ranging from “cruel insults and

hreats to physical assaults, broken bones, and sexual assault ”. A sys-

emic concern was highlighted noting the impact of “low expectations,

iscrimination and lack of access to needed support ” as reasons for such

buse. 

Such reports of abuse are concerning and contravene the founda-

ions of IE by denying the dignity of all students. Cologon suggests

hat these incidents may stem from the ‘othering’ of students with di-

erse needs as inferior and therefore somehow justifying abuse (2019).

he South Australian Department for Education (2020) acknowledges

hat children with disability are more vulnerable to abuse. This may

e due to a lack of awareness by some adults that behaviour man-

gement techniques are actually abusive, and that “negative commu-

ity attitudes about disability can mean abuse or neglect is not recog-

ised or not believed. The Australian Coalition for Inclusive Education

ighlights that “alarming rates of abuse and violence, ableism and un-

elcoming school cultures that continue to fail children with disabil-

ty ”. Abuse of students with disability is an important part of the Royal

ommission into Violence, Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation of People

ith Disability, which is currently undertaking public hearings around

ustralia. 

. Concluding observations and recommendations 

This scoping review is the first to survey the range of opinions about

tudents with disability in mainstream schools in Australia as voiced in

ews media sources. The 166 articles included in this review demon-

trated that there is a wide range of opinions about how IE is prac-

iced, revealing discrepancies between established strong rhetoric sup-

orting the principles of IE, and day-to-day experiences of students.

takeholders’ voices ranged from education experts, to parents and

hose representing organisations involved in the welfare and educa-

ion of students with disability. Results demonstrated that there are di-

erse and sometime polarised opinions but that these align with cur-

ent research into the affordances and constraints of IE in Australia.

onstraints concerning funding, teacher training, differentiated prac-

ice, discrimination and abuse were highlighted as having a signifi-

ant impact on the implementation of IE were the focus of news me-

ia articles, but sat alongside some heartening examples of how suc-

essful practice of IE can lead to the academic, social and emotional

uccess of all children regardless of difference, disability or academic

ifficulties. 

Using the online platform as a voice provides an alternative method

or lively but at times, polarising conversations. The context of these

iscussions is valuable to explore in the research space because they

rovide a clearer picture of topics of value and importance that shape

ublic agenda issues around key topics such as inclusive education.

he conversations that take place in the online platform do not oc-

ur in a vacuum but provide numerous options for people to contribute

bout a subject that is somewhat polarising for some and confusing for

thers. 

Knowing that those closely involved in the educational experiences

f students with diversity are voiced in Australian news media, the

uthors call for further research into how these voices can be incorpo-

ated into the narrative by providing a realistic view of IE in practice.

t is essential that these opinions contribute to transforming practice so

hat Australia is a leader in purposeful, genuine, and unitary inclusive

ractice. 
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